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• Parts of The River Aarhus was covered between 1933-1957
• The river in the eastern end of the city centre.
• Due to infrastructural changes – access road between the harbour and 

the western railway station “Godsbanegaarden”.
• Sanitary reasons (smell, dirty water)

1954
Ref: Krak.dk (1954 map)

The River Aarhus, ca. 1908-1912. Ref: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000186251



How was The River Aarhus used before the covering?

• Transportation of goods (small boats)
• Drinking water
• Water for cattle etc.
• Watering gardens and fields
• Water for the mills (Aarhus Mill)
• Washing of clothes
• Garbage dump/sewage (inhabitants and industry)

The Aarhus River, ca. 1900-1905: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000186195

Painting of The Aarhus River, ca. 1850-1870: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000186199



• The River Aarhus was covered up in a large “channeled pipe”.
• Paved the way for automobiles and other means of transportation to gain 

ground.
• Large-scale infrastructural changes with modern concrete bridges were 

constructed.
• More space for parking lots.

Bridge over The Aarhus River, ca. 1933: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000185858

Drawing of parts of The Aarhus River with the uncovering incorporated, ca. 1932: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000318208

What does it all mean?



• Heritage was disassembled or covered up and not much care was given to the old river

Frederiks Bridge at The River Aarhus, ca. 1933: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000318217

Covering up parts of The River Aarhus, ca. 1939: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000319662

What does it all mean?



• The concrete, iron and asphalt separated the city in two parts in ways the river did not

Preparing the covering of The River Aarhus, ca. 1933: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000318202

Preparing the covering of parts of The River Aarhus, ca. 1933: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000318220

What does it all mean?



Before the uncovering of The River Aarhus, ca. 1930s: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000319665 After covering up parts of The River Aarhus, ca. 1939: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000319666

Before and after



Aagarden at The River Aarhus, 1938: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000385555 Aarhusgaarden at The River Aarhus, 1938: https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000385567

Was it the right decision?

Big city dreams
Small historical buildings and old industry disappeared. Instead large functionalist residential buildings were constructed along many parts of the covered river



Information on the new St. Clements Bridge above 
The River Aarhus, 1978. Aarhus Stiftstidende, 
23-06-1978.

New thoughts

Thoughts of reopening the river

• Sporadic thoughts in the 1970s

• Replacing the centrally St. Clements Bridge changed things
• Steel construction weakening.
• Raise the bridge in order for trucks to have space for containers
• Newly constructed columns in the river causing the workflow 
to include a temporary reopening of a small part of the river
• City Architects Office suggest leaving the small opening around
the columns as it is. The alderman went along with the idea.

Reader’s letter “Uncover 
the river”. Aarhus 
Stiftstidende, 27-10-1974.



Constructing the new St. Clements Bridge with a look to The River Aarhus, 1984. 
https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000347545

Breaking down the beautiful old columns of the St. Clements Bridge, 1984.
https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000347538

St. Clements Bridge

A look at the St. Clements Bridge, 1993.
https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000337353



New thoughts

• In 1984 the first drawings and visualizations of a permanently
opened-up river were released from the City Architect’s office.

• The main street of Åboulevarden was to be uncovered, and 
an extensive recreational canal area solely for pedestrians was
to be established. 

• Once again water was to be made visible along the
historical river.

“The river will be reopened”. Article in the local newspaper “ Aarhus Stiftstidende”, 12-11-1985.



Politics…

• From the first ideas and drawings it took quite a few years before physical changes was to be seen

• There was plenty of political disagreements on the value of uncovering the river versus the possibility of congestion, loss
Income for business owners etc.. 

• In the municipality there was a hefty debate between the City Architect and the City Engineer and both departments
produced materials to support their opinions on future development of the river.

“The offices deeply disagree about the uncovering”. 
Article in the local newspaper “ Aarhus 
Stiftstidende”, 13-12-1985.

The new St. Clements Bridge. 1984.
“https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000347555.



Political agreement

• In 1989 the City Council of Aarhus principally decided to reopen the area
that had been covered up half a century earlier. 

• The local plan that dealt with the reopening was finally approved in 1992.

• The first stage which covered the stretch between the streets of Harald Skovbys
Gade and Immervad was opened to the public in the summer of 1996.

Advertisement on the district development plan 
(local plan in Danish) on The Uncovering of The River 
Aarhus. Aarhus Stiftstidende, 17-03-1992.

First stage. Uncovering The River Aarhus. 1995.
https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000381402



Uncovering the river

There were three phases of the uncovering, and it all began in 1992 and ended in 2015.

The district development plan stated “The street Åboulevarden can through several 
stages be transformed from traffic purposes into more recreational and pedestrian-
street like purposes through an Uncovering of The River Aarhus”.

Phase 1:
1st stage: Harald Skovbys Gade – Immervad. 1992-1996
2nd and 3rd stage: St. Clements Bridge – Mindebrogade. 1996 – 1998.

Phase 2: 
Christiansbro/Christiansgade – Immervad and Christiansbro – Slusebroen. 2005-2008

Phase 3: 
Mindebro – Mindet (The Mouth of the River) – finished 2015

Work on Phase 2. https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000161335



What does the uncovered river provide?

• Recreational spaces for pedestrians

• A “green and blue” line through the city centre.

• Modern aesthetics (bridges, railings, seats, pavement, lights etc.)

• Modern solutions for securing the environment.

• An area free of cars, busses and motorcycles. 

• A lively stretch with bars, restaurants and cafes.
• It has become the place to “hang out” in the city centre.

People hanging out at “The Spanish Steps”. 2005. https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000254653



Key success factors

The Environment

• The establishment of an open canal would help protect the city against floods 
caused by torrential downpour alongside the reestablishment of two larger 
lakes at Årslev Engsø and Egå Engsø.

• Located next to the river, the central park area “Mølleparken” also became 
subject for a water-linked transformation. Beneath the park a massive 
underground reservoir for sewage water was constructed. This set up a new 
kind of water management solution right in the centre of the cultural heritage 
heart of Aarhus. A similar 16.000 m3 reservoir was constructed near the old 
Hammel train station just a few hundred meters further up the river.

• In the last phase of the Uncovering near the Mouth of the River, a sluice 
mechanism that regulates water levels was installed in order to prevent 
flooding in areas along the canal as a result of climate changes. The system 
has a capacity of 18 m3/s and is therefore able to pump away 18.000 liters of 
water per second.

The River Aarhus with Mølleparken in the background”. 2009. https://www.aarhusarkivet.dk/records/000161342

The Lock mechanism at the Mouth of the River. 2019. https://skraafoto.kortforsyningen.dk/

• Lock mechanism: https://realdania.dk/projekter/havnebyrummet-ved-dokk1/nyheder/beskyttelse-af-aarhus-midtby-mod-oversvmmelser_020113
• Water reservoir: http://reader.livedition.dk/danskbyggeri/1117914123/15

https://docplayer.dk/70084529-Sluse-og-
pumpestation-i-aarhus-aa-til-forbedret-sikkerhed-
mod-oversvoemmelser-af-aarhus-midtby-
designparametre-og-projektforslag.html



Key success factors

The Environment

• The absence of cars, busses and other vehicles that emits carbon 
dioxide. Only delivery of goods for the business along the canal 
provides temporary access for vehicles. 

• Many trees were planted along the canal in the pedestrian zone.

• Better possibilities for animals to live and plants to grow in and around 
the opened river. 



Key success factors

Awards

• In Brussels in November 1998 the project received official praise by an 
international jury of city planners. The jury had the opinion that the project 
had to be seen as a model for other places within the European Union. The 
project in Aarhus was considered for the award due to its high standard in 
planning, as well as quality in the shaping of the city. The management of the 
traffic situation in the city was also praised. 

• The project had already received an national award in 1996. The “UrbanPlan”-
award was given for well-run and sustainable city planning from the Union of 
Danish Architects and the Danish Urban Plan Lab. The project in Aarhus won 
the prize based on new thinking within city planning that brought forth 
aspects within traffic, environment, architecture and heritage. 

• The City Architect of Aarhus also received an Urban Renewal award for his 
creativity and involvement in the uncovering. 



Potential transfer of Good Practice

National level:

• Ladegaardsåen in Copenhagen. 
• Talks of uncovering Ladegaardsåen.

• https://www.ladegaardsaaen.dk/ - activist website for the uncovering.

• “Copenhagen faces many environmental problems; the most compelling are a 
lack of green space and recent extreme rainfall causing flooding. This project 
aimed to address these problems by (1) investigating the possibility of 
daylighting Ladegårdsåen, a piped canal that is located under the busiest road 
in Copenhagen, the Ågade-Åboulevard (AA), and (2) developing a feasible 
design concept that our sponsor, Miljøpunkt Nørrebro, and other stakeholders 
might pursue further.”



WaVE film - The River Aarhus

The River Aarhus – WaVE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDBvl6W09bU

Bonus video – Aarhus Vand

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnWzHkm2THc

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BDBvl6W09bU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EnWzHkm2THc


Further info on The River Aarhus

• AarhusVand: https://www.aarhusvand.dk/en/international/solutions/the-
aarhus-river-project--improved-water-quality-and-flood-prevention-in-one/

https://www.aarhusvand.dk/en/international/solutions/the-aarhus-river-project--improved-water-quality-and-flood-prevention-in-one/

